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       Justice is the Fast that God Requires 
 

Jennifer Henry           
 
Text: Isaiah 58:1-12 
 
I serve at KAIROS, an organization that brings Canadian churches together in common 
commitments to ecological justice and human rights. Through our imperfect gestures of 
solidarity with Indigenous peoples over 40 years, and more recently through an extended 
national Truth and Reconciliation Commission, we have become painfully aware of our multiple 
complicities as settlers, as Christians; painfully aware of how some of our ancestors of blood and 
faith were collaborators or protagonists in colonial horror; painfully aware of our own alienation 
from the land that is inextricably linked to our violations of the people of the land; painfully 
aware of how our citizenship still links us now to the re-colonization of Indigenous peoples in 
Canada and around the globe through relentless resource extraction pursued in our name.  
 
Convicted by the truth, we are working — very imperfectly — to un-settle ourselves from 
colonial injustice and re-place ourselves in right relations. Invited undeservedly by Indigenous 
peoples, we are striving through an embrace of justice to be reconciled anew to the land and the 
original peoples of the land.  
 
I can tell you today that the ancient words of Isaiah 58 are a strangely faithful companion in this 
journey. This text is poignant in its challenge to us but also in its promise. We know that it is 
likely post-exilic, from the period when the people of Israel are returning from Babylon, 
struggling with the possibilities but also the challenges of community reconstruction after 
trauma. They are holding in their hearts the hopeful promises that come to us from earlier Isaiah, 
even while facing anew the day-to-day practicalities of nation-building. It is an unsettling time. 
 
We do not know the precise controversy that provokes verses 1-5. Perhaps there were rivalries 
between different forms of religious observance. But the prophetic message is clear: to turn away 
from empty fasts and from religious piety that serve primarily one’s own interests. The critique 
here is not about the irreligious — those who do not know Yahweh or who have forsaken God — 
but those whose religion is found to be false pretense. 
 
Speaking into our Canadian context, this feels like a piercing challenge. Our colonizers were not 
irreligious. Christianity was moral architecture to this project; it was fuel for the colonial fire.  
The faith of so many of our Christian ancestors, of my ancestors, got distorted by racial 
superiority, their own interests in land and security, and a missionary zeal. In the name of Christ, 
four Canadian churches sat with empire and collaborated with the federal government in a 130 
year project of boarding schools intended to “kill the Indian in the child.” Seven generations of 
Indigenous children — young children — were isolated from their families, cultures, languages, 
and traditions in Indian residential schools run by the churches.  
 
Seen through Isaiah’s critical eyes, and with the benefit of hindsight, what might we call that 
distorted sense of mission? A self-serving religion — I fear so. It not only failed to do justice, to 
accomplish the compassionate justice that is the prophetic challenge, but it perpetrated injustices 
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in religion’s name. In the schools, there was unspeakable cruelty, humiliation, and abuse — 
sometimes even in the name of Christ. 
 
The problem is that it is a little too easy to join ourselves to Isaiah and criticize our colonial 
ancestors for their practice of faith. The challenge of Isaiah in the present is to ask: Have we 
really turned away from this kind of religion? Are there colonial remnants in our faith? How 
might our religion continue to serve our own survival and security ahead of justice? Are we 
actively seeking reconciliation to the land and the peoples of the land? Where do we have residue 
of “subdue and dominate,” even in our more sophisticated stewardship concepts? Where are we 
still more monuments than Jesus movement, more institution than community convicted by the 
radical gospel? 
 
Isaiah is clear: turn from false religion; embrace the ways of justice. Beginning at verse 6, the 
prophet delivers the call to “loose the bonds of injustice, undo the thongs of the yoke, let the 
oppressed go free, break every yoke.” Offer bread, home, clothing, hospitality…  This text, 
echoing similar themes in Micah and Amos, and anticipating Jesus’ teaching, defines true 
worship in terms of expressions of justice. This turns on its head all the ways in which we make 
false divisions between faith and witness and justice and peace, between acts of worship and acts 
of justice. Our expressions of justice are liturgies of holiness and faithfulness. Actions of justice 
are as a prayer. Justice is the fast that God requires. 
 
For the Canadian churches, this means that their apologies for colonial complicity in residential 
schools and their prayers for Indigenous peoples mean little without a commitment to Indigenous 
justice in the now.  There is no way to decolonization that fails to address the situation of 
missing and murdered Indigenous women in Canada, that is unconcerned with “boil water” 
advisories in reserve communities, or that ignores scathing deficiencies in First Nations 
education.  
 
This means deep solidarity with Indigenous people who are demanding free prior and informed 
consent before any development project impacts their traditional territories, wherever that 
happens in the world. This means the implementation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples. For some settler Christians, it may very well mean standing in front of 
trucks with Indigenous peoples in British Columbia as they block the building of a pipeline 
across their traditional territory, or kneeling with Indigenous women in New Brunswick as they 
put their bodies between fracking and Mother Earth.  Our failure to do justice — to rise to the 
solidarity call — will confirm that not just our ancestors’ faith but our own may be for naught.  
 
Today Indigenous peoples are seeking our partnership in justice — not for their own rights only, 
but for the health and wellbeing of the whole inhabited earth. What a humbling and generous 
invitation! In the movement originating in Canada called Idle no More, the message was a call to 
partnership in justice for the sake of our world. The motivation was the Canadian government’s 
complete removal of environmental regulations and continuing rapacious resource extraction 
without limits. The motivation was threats to our waters. Indigenous peoples, with a closer 
connection to creation, were sounding the alarm and inviting us into the call.  
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Turn from false religion, embrace the way of justice…  Beginning in verse 8 is the final 
challenge, but it has turned into a promise — a promise of restoration, a promise of identity, 
hoped for renewed integrity, and new names. In a wonderful series of “if…then” expressions, the 
prophet confirms that it is only from justice, that restoration flows. If you embrace justice, 
then… your bones will be strengthened, your gardens watered, your ruins rebuilt. 
 
It is this just action that will reveal your identity, that will change your name: “You shall be 
called repairers of the breach, restorers of streets to live in” (58:12).  Only this just action, will 
confirm your integrity. For settler Christians, it may just be possible to find new names from the 
ones theologian Tink Tinker accurately but bluntly summarized as “liars, murderers and thieves.”  
Maybe we could be allies. Maybe we could be treaty partners. Just maybe, we could be friends, 
like in the peace and friendship treaties that were originally extended. What we must be is 
“nation to nation,” in a new covenant written on our hearts.  
 
For Isaiah, justice is the precursor to restoration. The “if…then” construction is essential. We 
cannot expect reconciliation within our churches, within our country, without our tangible, 
sustained commitment to justice. Reconciliation will follow rather than lead actions for justice, 
which becomes a form of testing intention and resolve. What I love about this passage is that as 
clear as the critique of hollow religion, as clear as the call to justice, that same kind of clarity is 
also present in the commitment of restoration. Look at what is promised: both personal healing 
(strong bones, satisfied needs) and communal restoration (restored houses, rebuilt ruins). 
 
I need the promise of Isaiah because sometimes the horror at what we have done to one another, 
the depth of our failure to protect traumatized people or a traumatized creation, the relentless 
challenges of the present injustices — somewhere in there, my hope is obscured. I can’t see for 
the anger or the guilt or the shame. I can’t see for the tears. 
 
But Isaiah makes restoration tangible, a reality of transformation confirmed for us as Christians 
in the Easter event — in the sure and certain hope of the resurrection. Justice, peace, 
reconciliation can be so. It must be so. Our actions must live up to that promise. 
 
This reflection was originally part of an Ash Wednesday homily, “On the Edge of the 
Wilderness,” given by Jennifer Henry at the Festival of Radical Discipleship on February 18, 
2015. Used with permission from the author. 
 
Questions for Discussion: 

1. What challenges you after reading Jennifer Henry’’ reflection? What gives you hope? 
2. Do you see remnants of false religion and colonial understandings of the gospel in your 

own practice of faith? How about your home congregation and larger church 
organizations? As Jennifer asks, “Where are we still more monuments than Jesus 
movement, more institution than community convicted by the radical gospel?” 

3. Jennifer writes from her context as a Canadian settler Christian on the journey of painful 
truth-telling and pursuing justice. What truths need to be told in your own context? In 
what ways might your worship be integrated with your practices of justice?  

4. How is justice for Indigenous Peoples connected to restoration for all creation? 
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